A method to utilize CdZnTe ͑CZT͒ detectors in diagnostic x-ray spectroscopy is described in this article. Spectral distortion due to transmission of primary x rays, the escape of cadmium-and tellurium-K fluorescent x rays, and tailing was severe in measured x-ray spectra. Therefore, correction for the distortion was performed with the stripping method using response functions. The response functions were calculated with the Monte Carlo method. The Hecht equation was employed to approximate the effects of carrier trapping in the calculations. The parameters in the Hecht equation, the mean-free path ͑͒ of electrons and holes, were determined such that the tailing in calculated response functions fit that in measured ␥-ray spectra. Corrected x-ray spectra agreed well with the reference spectra measured with an HPGe detector. The results indicate that CZT detectors are suitable for diagnostic x-ray spectroscopy with appropriate corrections.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-purity germanium ͑HPGe͒ detectors have been employed in diagnostic x-ray spectroscopy. Since the Ge crystal in the detectors is relatively large, HPGe detectors have sufficient detection efficiency for diagnostic x rays. Moreover, the high purity of the crystal gives excellent charge transport properties. Hence, spectral distortion is not severe in diagnostic x-ray spectra measured with HPGe detectors.
However, the x-ray spectroscopic systems with HPGe detectors have restrictions in experimental arrangements. Because HPGe detectors are usually operated with cryogenic cooling to reduce thermal noise, a dewar to store liquid nitrogen is needed. Therefore, the systems are quite large.
CdZnTe ͑CZT͒ detectors have high potential as an x-ray spectrometer. High detection efficiency to diagnostic x rays is expected because of the high atomic number and density of CZT crystals. In addition, CZT detectors are compact: the detectors can be operated at room temperature because CZT crystals have a wide bandgap. A small peltier cooler is enough to improve the detector response of CZT detectors. As the cryogenic cooling system is not required, the x-ray spectroscopic systems with CZT detectors are much smaller than those with HPGe detectors.
A major problem concerning CZT detectors is its poor charge transport properties. The crystal lattice defects and impurities in CZT crystals disturb the drift of charge carriers, especially that of holes. In other words, such defects cause the trapping of charge carriers ͑carrier trapping͒. Carrier trapping reduces the output pulse height, and results in spectral distortion in both x-and ␥-ray spectra: tailing on the low-energy side of peaks appears in ␥-ray spectra, and the distortion towards the lower energy region arises in x-ray spectra. Furthermore, the small values of the mean-free path ͑͒ of holes limit the usable thickness of CZT crystals in a detector. If the thickness increases, the drift distance of charge carriers in the crystals becomes longer, and carrier trapping more severe. Thin crystals, however, suffer from low detection efficiency for high-energy x rays.
Another serious problem is the escape of secondary x rays. As K-fluorescent x rays ͑K x rays͒ of cadmium ͑Cd͒ and tellurium ͑Te͒ possess relatively high energy ͑20-30 keV͒, they escape readily from CZT crystals. In addition, K x rays tend to be generated in CZT crystals because the photoelectric effect is dominant in high-Z materials. On the contrary, the escape of Compton scattered x rays is negligible: the generation of Compton scattered x rays is rare because of the high atomic number.
There are a few papers on CdTe or CZT detectors in x-ray spectroscopy. Castro et al. measured diagnostic x-ray spectra with a CdTe detector. 1 The crystal thickness was 1.7 mm. As they used the detector with low bias voltage to reduce the active volume, carrier trapping in the crystal was severe. Hence, the effects of carrier trapping were regarded as a continuous background, not as tailing. They estimated the effects from measured ␥-ray spectra. Spectral distortion due to the other causes was evaluated with the Monte Carlo method. Measured x-ray spectra were corrected with the stripping method using those estimations. Tsutsui et al. measured diagnostic x-ray spectra with a CdTe crystal of 0.3 mm thickness, and analyzed the causes of spectral distortion. 2 They concluded that the major causes of the distortion were the energy dependency of the photoelectric absorption process and the escape of Cd-and Te-K x rays. Additionally, they mentioned that the escape of secondary electrons also caused the distortion in the high-energy region, because the crystal was thin compared to the range of electrons. The effects of carrier trapping were insignificant because of the thin crystal. Matsumoto et al. used a CZT detector as a mammographic x-ray spectrometer. 3 The thickness of the crystal was 2 mm. They measured x-ray spectra with the detector, and corrected the spectra with calculated response functions. Although they attempted to take account of incomplete charge collection due to carrier trapping in their Monte Carlo calculations, no tailing appeared in their calculated response functions: this suggests that the model in their calculations may have critical problems. Furthermore, tailing was quite small at 59.5 keV full-energy peak in their measured ␥-ray spectra ͑source: 241 Am): we assume that they used the rise time discrimination ͑RTD͒ circuit in their measurements ͑see Sec. V D͒. If their ␥-ray spectrum was unprocessed, i.e., obtained without the RTD circuit, correction for spectral distortion due to carrier trapping was not necessary.
This article describes a method to utilize CZT detectors as an x-ray spectrometer in the diagnostic energy range. Response functions were calculated with the Monte Carlo method. The Hecht equation was included in the code in order to take carrier trapping into account. The parameters in the equation, of electrons and holes, were determined by fitting the tailing in calculated response functions to that in measured ␥-ray spectra. X-ray spectra measured with a CZT detector were corrected with the stripping method using the calculated response functions. Corrected x-ray spectra indicated that CZT detectors were applicable to diagnostic x-ray spectroscopy.
II. THEORY

A. The ideal x-ray spectrometer
The ideal detector in x-ray spectroscopy detects all incident x-rays, absorbs all of their energy, and generates output pulses with height proportional to the absorbed energy. In other words, the ideal output pulse is based on ͑i͒ full-energy deposition, ͑ii͒ no escape of secondary x rays, and ͑iii͒ no carrier trapping: the height of other pulses indicates part of incident x-ray energy. The ideal detector, however, does not exist. Therefore, correction for spectral distortion must be applied to realize a quasi-ideal detector.
The main causes of the distortion in measured x-ray spectra are as follows:
͑1͒ transmission of primary x rays, ͑2͒ the escape of secondary x rays, and ͑3͒ carrier trapping.
The secondary x rays are x rays generated during the interaction in crystals, i.e., Compton scattered x rays and fluorescent x rays generated in the photoelectric effect: practically, the fluorescent x rays which escape from crystals are K x rays.
Transmission of primary x rays is more probable at higher incident x-ray energy. Secondary x rays escape from crystals with part of the incident x-ray energy. Carrier trapping reduces the output pulse height because the pulse height is proportional to the drift distance of charge carriers. In x-ray spectra, all of these effects reduce the counts of incident x-ray energy. In addition, the escape of secondary x rays and carrier trapping add counts in the region lower than the incident x-ray energy. Consequently, these effects distort x-ray spectra towards the lower-energy region. It should be noted that pileup causes spectral distortion towards the higherenergy region.
B. Tailing: The Hecht equation
Tailing due to carrier trapping has been approximated by the Hecht equation. 4 -6 The equation describes the relationship between the initial charge Q init caused by the interaction of x rays and the induced charge Q ind caused by the drift of charge carriers in a crystal. The equation is expressed as follows:
where (ϭQ ind /Q init ) is the charge induction efficiency, x is the depth of interaction from the entrance surface, i.e., the cathode, D is the thickness of a crystal, and e and h are the mean free path of electrons and holes. Noted that is a function of x, and is determined by the relationship among e , h , and D.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The methods in this study were as follows:
͑1͒ calculation of response functions with the Monte Carlo method, ͑2͒ measurement of x-ray spectra with a CZT detector, and ͑3͒ correction for spectral distortion with the stripping method using the calculated response functions.
A. Calculation of response functions
Response functions were calculated with the Monte Carlo method. The LSCAT code ͑Low-energy photon SCATtering expansion for the EGS4 code͒ was employed in the calculations. 7 The generation of fluorescent x rays in compounds can be taken into account in LSCAT. 8 The Hecht equation was incorporated in the Monte Carlo calculation to account for carrier trapping. Therefore, the effects of transmission of primary x rays, the escape of secondary x rays, and tailing were included in the calculated response functions. The escape of secondary electrons was not considered because the crystal was thick enough to eliminate this effect.
In the calculations, pencil beam geometry was employed. The thickness of the CZT crystal was 2 mm. The dead layer in the crystal was not considered. The detector window made of beryllium ͑250 m thick͒ and gold contact ͑0.2 m͒ were included in the model. The response functions were calculated for incident photons from 5.0 to 150.0 keV in 0.5 keV increments.
The parameters in the Hecht equation, e and h , were determined so that the tailing in calculated response functions fit that in measured full-energy peaks. 9 The parameters were e ϭ250 cm and h ϭ0.05 cm in 2500 V/cm ͑see Sec. III B about the electric field͒: e ϭ1.0ϫ10 Ϫ1 cm 2 /V and h ϭ2.0ϫ10 Ϫ5 cm 2 /V.
B. X-ray spectroscopy
The Cd 1Ϫx Zn x Te detector (xϭ0.1) employed in this study was an Amptek XR-100T-CZT. The CZT crystal in the detector was 3ϫ3ϫ2 mm 3 with thickness of 2 mm. The bias voltage was 500 V: the electric field in the crystal was estimated to be 2500 V/cm. The contact configuration was a metal-semiconductor-metal ͑M-S-M͒ structure. The crystal was peltier-cooled ͑approximately Ϫ20°C͒. The pulses from the detector were processed by an Amptek PX2T-CZT amplifier with the rise time discrimination ͑RTD͒ circuit switched off. The shaping time was 3 s: it was not selectable in the amplifier and was optimized by the manufacturer. Energy calibration was done using calibration sources of 241 Am and 133 Ba. The channel width was 0.5 eV. The linearity of the system was verified at the same time.
The x-ray generator was a three-phase 12-pulse unit ͑Model DH-157, Hitachi Medical Corporation͒. The x-ray tube had a tungsten ͑W͒ target with a target angle of 16°͑ Circlex 1/2U13CN-25, Shimadzu Corporation͒. The tube voltage and current were monitored with a kV and mA meter during the measurements.
The experimental setup for x-ray spectroscopy is shown in Fig. 1 . The main purpose of the configuration was to limit pileup. The following was utilized in the measurements: ͑1͒ a long focus-detector distance ͑1.8 m͒, ͑2͒ a low tube current ͑ϳ0.3 mA͒, and ͑3͒ a small collimator aperture ͑0.4 mm ͒. Alignment was carried out with the pinhole method using a fluorescent screen. 10 The dead time was less than 3% during the measurements; this 3% was determined empirically observing the counts in the channel higher than the higher energy end of x-ray spectra. K x rays are emitted from collimators if the maximum energy of incident x rays exceed the K-edge of collimator materials ͑W in this study͒. A coaxial collimator was deployed to shield the detector from the W-K x rays: a secondary collimator ͑0.8 mm ͒ was used between the main collimator and the detector.
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C. Correction for spectral distortion: Stripping method
Spectral distortion due to transmission of primary x rays, the escape of secondary x rays, and tailing was corrected with the stripping method using the calculated response functions. The following equation shows the relationship between the incident x-ray spectra and measured x-ray spectra:
where T(E) is the number of incident x rays with energy E, M (E) is the count in the channel E, E max is the high-energy end of x-ray spectra, and R(E,EЈ) is the response matrix: R(E,EЈ) was compiled from response functions.
T(E) was calculated from M (E) using R(E,EЈ) in the stripping procedure. M (E) was assumed to be composed of both ͑i͒ the counts based on full-energy deposition without loss during charge transport and ͑ii͒ the counts contributed by higher energy incident x rays. Note that spectral distortion due to the escape of secondary x rays and tailing contribute only in the energy region lower than the incident x-ray energy. The procedure to obtain T(E) from M (E) was as follows: ͑1͒ the contribution of ͑ii͒ was removed ͑''stripped''͒ in the lower channels using the calculated response functions. After that, only the counts due to ͑i͒ remained in the second highest channel. ͑2͒ The counts in the second highest channel were divided by the probability of ͑i͒, i.e., R(E,E). This two-step procedure was repeated from the highest to the lowest channel of x-ray spectra. It should be noted that the counts in the highest channel of measured x-ray spectra M (E max ) were assumed to be the same as T(E max ) in the procedure.
Symmetrical distortion, caused by the statistical fluctuations in the number of generated charge carrier and electronic noise, was not corrected in this study. In x-ray spectra where the counts in channels vary slowly with E, the effects of symmetrical distortion are negligible if the distortion is not too severe: the loss of counts caused by the distortion is compensated by the distortion in the vicinity of each channel. On the contrary, in x-ray spectra where the counts vary rapidly with E, the effects of the distortion are significant. Therefore, symmetrical distortion is usually negligible except for the broadening at K x-ray peaks in x-ray spectra.
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IV. RESULTS
A. Measured response to monoenergetic photons
The measured response of the CZT detector was obtained using radioisotopes. Collimated beams ͑0.8 mm ͒ of ␥ rays FIG. 1. The experimental setup for x-ray spectroscopy in this study. Both the main and secondary collimators were made from W of 2 mm thickness. The secondary collimator was utilized to shield the detector from W-K x rays emitted from the main collimator. Alignment was performed with the pinhole method using a fluorescent screen. Ba were incident on the center of the CZT crystal. The measured ␥-ray spectrum is shown in Fig.  2 ͑source: 241 Am). The tailing at the full-energy peak of 59.5 keV and the escape peaks due to Cd-and Te-K x rays between 30 and 40 keV are evident: the full-energy and escape peaks indicate the detector response to 59.5 keV ␥ rays. On the contrary, tailing in the low-energy region is insignificant. Figure 3 shows examples of the calculated response functions ͑incident photons: 40.0, 80.0, and 120.0 keV͒. Tailing is significant at each full-energy peak. The escape peaks due to Cd-and Te-K x rays are observed 20-30 keV below full-energy peak. Although zinc-K ͑Zn-K͒ escape peaks exist 9 keV below each full-energy peaks, they are not obvious in the figure. The reasons for this are the low concentration of Zn ͑5%͒ in the CZT crystal, and the low escape probability of Zn-K x rays because of its low energy ͑9 keV͒. Tailing is more obvious at higher incident photon energy. On the contrary, escape peaks are more significant at lower incident photon energy. Figure 4 shows R(E,E) curves obtained from the calculated response functions. R(E,E) is the probability that incident photons are counted at the incident photon energy. The upper curve was derived from the response functions calculated without the Hecht equation: carrier trapping was not taken into account. The lower curve was obtained from the response functions calculated with the Hecht equation, i.e., from the response functions used in the stripping procedure in this study. As the upper curve shows the probability that incident photons deposit all the energy in the CZT crystal, the discrepancy in the two curves indicates the ratio of the counts in tailing to the number of incident photons.
B. Calculated response functions
C. Measured x-ray spectra
The x-ray spectra measured with the CZT detector are compared with the reference x-ray spectra in Fig. 5 . ͑The   FIG. 2 . The measured ␥-ray spectrum obtained with the CZT detector ͑source:
241 Am). The thickness of the CZT crystal was 2 mm. The tailing at the full-energy peak of 59.5 keV is evident. The three peaks between 30 and 40 eV are the escape peaks due to Cd-and Te-K x rays. These peaks also originate from 59.5 keV ␥-rays. 
FIG. 4. R(E,E)
curves obtained from the calculated response functions. The R(E,E) curves show the probability that incident photons are counted in channels which correspond to the incident photon energy. The upper curve was derived from the response functions calculated without the Hecht equation, and the lower curve with the Hecht equation. The discrepancy between the upper and lower curve indicates the ratio of counts in tailing to the number of incident photons. reference x-ray spectra were obtained with an HPGe detector, and corrected for spectral distortion. Therefore, the reference spectra indicated incident x-ray spectra, in other words, x-ray spectra without the distortion͒. The tube voltages were ͑a͒ 40 kV, ͑b͒ 80 kV, and ͑c͒ 120 V. Each spectrum measured with the CZT detector is distorted towards the lower-energy region. All the measured spectra have dips at 26.7 and 31.8 keV. These are caused by spectral distortion due to carrier trapping: these dips correspond to the dips at the same energy in the lower curve of Fig. 4 .
D. Corrected x-ray spectra
The corrected x-ray spectra are shown in Fig. 6 . The tube voltages were also ͑a͒ 40 kV, ͑b͒ 80 kV, and ͑c͒ 120 kV. As is evident in the figures, good agreement was obtained between the corrected spectra and the reference spectra. The dips at 26.7 and 31.8 keV mostly disappeared after the correction.
The fluctuations in the region over 80 keV in Fig. 6͑c͒ are obvious because the statistical noise, which remains in the FIG. 5. The measured x-ray spectra obtained with the CZT detector. The tube voltages were ͑a͒ 40 kV, ͑b͒ 80 kV, and ͑c͒ 120 kV. The thickness of the CZT crystal was 2 mm. The measured spectra are distorted towards the lower energy region. All the x-ray spectra are normalized to unit area. FIG. 6 . The x-ray spectra corrected with calculated response functions. The tube voltages were ͑a͒ 40 kV, ͑b͒ 80 kV, and ͑c͒ 120 kV. Each corrected spectrum agrees well with the reference spectra obtained with an HPGe detector. All the x-ray spectra are normalized to unit area. measured x-ray spectra, is enhanced in the stripping procedure. Note that R(E,E) is small in the high-energy region ͑Fig. 4͒. The dip below the W-K x-ray peak at 59.5 keV in Fig. 6͑c͒ is probably due to symmetrical distortion ͑see Sec. III C͒.
The quantitative comparisons between the corrected CZT spectra and the reference spectra are shown in Fig. 7 . The relative photon numbers obtained with the CZT detector are on the x-axis, and those with the HPGe detector are on the y-axis: ideal agreement would be reflected by a line of identify. The figures show that the corrected CZT spectra agree well with the reference spectra. The fluctuations in small relative photon numbers ͑less than 10 Ϫ3 ) are attributed to the statistical fluctuations. The deviation around 10 Ϫ2 in Fig.  7͑c͒ is due to the difference around the W-K x-ray peaks at 59.5 and 67.5 keV. Figure 8 shows the effects of correction for carrier trapping on x-ray spectra. The x-ray spectra, corrected with the response functions calculated with and without the Hecht equation, were compared. The discrepancy was more obvious at higher tube voltages. This indicates that correction for carrier trapping is more important at higher tube voltages. It should be noted that the dips at 26.7 and 31.8 keV still remain after the correction which use the response functions without carrier trapping. This proves that the dips are due to carrier trapping.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Spectral distortion in calculated response functions
As discussed in Sec. II A, the possible causes for spectral distortion in connection with CZT detectors are ͑1͒ transmission of primary x rays, ͑2͒ the escape of K x-rays, ͑3͒ the escape of Compton scattered x rays, and ͑4͒ carrier trapping. As can be seen in the calculated response functions in Fig. 3 , the distortion due to tailing and the escape of K x rays is significant. In addition, the loss of detection efficiency due to transmission of primary x rays is apparent, as shown in the high-energy region ͑75 eVϳ͒ of the upper curve in Fig. 4 . On the contrary, the distortion due to the escape of Compton scattered x rays, which appear as the Compton continua, is negligible.
These escape peaks due to Cd-and Te-K x rays are more obvious at lower incident x-ray energy: if the incident x-ray energy is lower, the interaction site becomes closer to the entrance surface, and the K x rays escape more easily from crystals. As Cd-and Te-K x rays have relatively high energy, they tend to escape from CZT crystals.
Tailing is more evident at higher incident x-ray energy. Since higher-energy x rays penetrate CZT crystals more deeply, the interaction site is further away from the cathode: x rays usually impinge on the crystals from the cathode. Hence, output pulses originated from higher energy incident x rays suffer more severely for hole trapping. FIG. 7 . The quantitative comparisons between the corrected CZT spectra and the reference spectra obtained with the HPGe detector. The relative photon numbers in the CZT spectra are on the x-axis and those in the reference spectra are on the y-axis. The tube voltages were ͑a͒ 40 kV, ͑b͒ 80 kV, and ͑c͒ 120 kV.
B. Crystal thickness and electrode configuration
The thickness of CZT crystals affects its detection efficiency and carrier trapping. In thicker crystals, the probability of interaction is higher, and carrier trapping is more of a problem. In the case, the counts in the high-energy region are fewer because most pulses are counted in the lower-energy region, i.e., in tailing. The discrepancy between the two curves in Fig. 4 proves this. Furthermore, the linearity of x-ray spectroscopic systems can be lost if of charge carriers is much less than the crystal thickness D.
14 Note that the charge induction efficiency is a function of the depth of interaction x, and x is independent on the energy of incident photons. Since correction for the loss of linearity is not easy, a relatively thin crystal is preferable for x-ray spectroscopy. If the thickness of CZT crystals is known precisely, correction for detection efficiency is not difficult. Planar transverse field ͑PTF͒ geometry was proposed to utilize thick crystals in ␥-ray spectroscopy. [15] [16] [17] In this geometry, the electric field is perpendicular to incoming photons. The effects of carrier trapping are independent of incident photon energy in the geometry because the drift distance has no relation to the depth of interaction. Therefore, high detection efficiency for high-energy photons can be achieved without loss due to carrier trapping. Since pencil beam geometry is usually employed in x-ray spectroscopy, the detector of a large area is not necessary. Therefore, this configuration is appropriate for x-ray spectroscopy, especially in the high-energy region.
C. Effects of voltage ripple
As the tube current was low in the measurement, the tube voltage was supposed to be almost constant due to capacitive smoothing. Higher mA exposures, as was used in radiography, will generally cause higher voltage ripple, thus changing the spectral output somewhat. 18 It is especially the highenergy part of x-ray spectra that was affected by the ripple.
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D. Rise time discrimination
The rise time discrimination ͑RTD͒ circuits have been utilized with room temperature detectors. [20] [21] [22] The principle of the circuit is to reject the output pulses with a slow rise time: the show pulse has a large contribution from holes, and tends to be distorted.
The RTD circuit was implemented in the PX2T-CZT amplifier. Tailing in ␥-ray spectra became smaller with the circuit switched on ͑Fig. 9͒. The count rate, however, decreased to approximately 50% of the rate which obtained with the circuit switched off. 21, 22 This means that about half of the detected photons were not counted.
The RTD circuit cannot be employed in x-ray spectroscopy because the circuit causes spectral distortion due to rejected pulses. Figure 10 shows the effects of the circuit on measured x-ray spectra. The x-ray spectra with the circuit switched on are quite different from those with it switched off. The differences are more obvious at higher tube voltages. This implies that the pulses due to incident x rays with higher energy are rejected selectively.
E. CZT detector in mammographic energy range
Spectral distortion is certainly negligible in mammographic x-ray spectra measured with CZT detectors. In mammography, most x rays are Mo-K x rays of 17.5 and 19.6 keV and their maximum energy is less than 35 keV.
Transmission of primary x rays is probably negligible in the mammographic energy range. The escape of Cd-and Te-K x rays do not occur in the energy region lower than the K-edge of Cd and Te ͑Cd: 26.7 keV, Te: 31.8 keV͒. Moreover, tailing is minimal because the drift distance of holes is short ͑see the peaks in the low-energy region in Fig. 2͒ . Consequently, correction for spectral distortion is not required in mammographic x-ray spectroscopy: this prediction is contrary to the report of Matsumoto et al. 3 Hence, CZT detectors are expected to be suitable for mammographic x-ray spectroscopy.
VI. CONCLUSION
A method to utilize CZT detectors as an x-ray spectrometer in the diagnostic energy range was described. Response functions were calculated with the Monte Carlo method with the Hecht equation coded. Measured x-ray spectra were corrected with the stripping method using the calculated response functions. Correction for spectral distortion due to transmission of primary x rays, the escape of Cd-and Te-K x-rays, and tailing was essential. Corrected x-ray spectra agreed well with the reference x-ray spectra obtained with an HPGe detector. Hence, CZT detectors can be utilized as a diagnostic x-ray spectrometer with appropriate corrections.
